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Why are we here?

Help you learn more about these practices and strategies in a hands-on setting 

Strengthen the network of regenerative agroforestry practitioners

Participants will spend two days at the Catawba farm to learn about its agroforestry and regenerative farming

But this isn’t a linear program by any means!

What do we want to accomplish? 
How are we going to do it?

Agroforestry Farming, Regenerative Agriculture, Environmental Services (Catawba is pushing)



PowerPoint presentations are helpful…



Field walks are great…



How many of you have written a post-meeting 
comment that goes a little something like this?

“ …would like to have done more in the field”

“ …next time we should take the concepts and apply them”

“ …hands-on training would have improved my understanding”

“ …wish we had more time to discuss”



Something better about hands on…



Catawba Sustainability Center









What is Agroforestry?



Agroforestry is…
an Intensive and holistic land-management practice that optimizes

the benefits from biological interactions created when trees are 
combined with crops and/or livestock (Garrett 1997)
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Zoner photo studio

Not…
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Not…



Definitely not…
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Is…



Is…



In the field…



In the woods…



In rural areas…
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In neighborhoods…
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Big farms…



Small farms…



In places near…



And far… 



Agroforestry balances…
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Production and Environmental Services

How do you see or how have you experienced these practices 
enhancing environmental services provided by farms and forests? 
What are the challenges and opportunities where you come from?



• Pre- and post-event questionnaires

• Session cards

• Informal dialogue



Gonna be hot!

Drink water

Rest when needed

Watch your step

If you need assistance, please 
do not hesitate to say so



“Everybody loves progress, but nobody likes to change”


